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Heavy rain that occurs 
once every 1000 years or more

Estimated maximum scale

Rainfall criteria prerequisite to designation 

of estimated flooding areas

Takahashigawa River: two day total rainfall 938mm

Inland water: one hour rainfall 130mm

(Heavy rain that occurs once every 1000 years or more in general)

Estimated flooding areas due to estimated 

maximum scale rainfall (once every 1000 

years or more) for river overflow flooding 

and inland water flooding show the range 

and risk of flooding. In addition, areas 

historically flooded since 2008 or later are 

included. 

Please note there is a potential for flooding 

in the areas outside the estimated areas, 

depending on rainfall conditions.

Evacuation

Riverbank
erosion

Area where buildings may 

collapse due to embankment 

destruction

Overflow

Areas where buildings may 

collapse due to water flow

Areas where evacuation is 

required (due to building 

collapse)
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Note: See P11 for the difference between river overflow flooding and 
inland water flooding.
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Note1: School zone (block) boundaries are approximate. 
Note2: The names of evacuation centers in school zones (blocks) are shown in thick-bordered boxes.
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Heavy rain that occurs 
once every 50 years 

Estimated flood scale

Rainfall criteria prerequisite to designation 

of estimated flooding areas

Takahashigawa River: two day total rainfall 240mm

(Heavy rain that, in general, occurs once every 50 years)

This hazard map shows a simulation of river 

overflow flooding due to heavy rain that 

occurs once every 50 years (in general), 

including the range and risk of flooding. 

In addition, areas historically flooded due to 

inland water flooding since 2008 or later are 

included.

Please note there is a potential for flooding 

in the areas outside the estimated areas, 

depending on rainfall conditions.
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Note1: School zone (block) boundaries are approximate.

Note2: The names of evacuation centers in school zones (blocks) are shown in thick-bordered boxes.
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